Fresh Perspectives for Research and Innovation

Program

10 a.m. \textbf{Words of Welcome}  
Bernd Kortmann and Gisela Riescher

10:20 \textbf{Introduction}  
Aniela Knoblich and Marion Mangelsdorf

10:45 \textbf{Keynote speech}  
\textit{Sex and Gender Analysis in Basic and Applied Research}  
\textit{Drive Discovery and Innovation}  
Londa Schiebinger

12:15 \textbf{Lunch}

1 p.m. \textbf{Workshop}

Introduction  
Jennifer J* Moos

Presentation and discussion of projects in working groups

\textbf{Group I: Laura Renner (Economics): Polygyny and Conflict}  
Moderated by Judith Schlehe (Socio-Cultural Anthropology)

\textbf{Group II: Annika Spahn (Islamic Studies) and Christian Kröper (English Studies): Normalizing Ambiguous Bodies: On the Question of Genital Surgeries on Intersex Infants in German Hospitals}  
Moderated by Christoph Borner (Molecular Medicine)

\textbf{Group III: Natalia Bakhtina (Microsystem Technology): Catch the Worm!}  
Moderated by Veronika Lipphardt (Science and Technology Studies)

\textbf{Group IV: Lara Keuck (Philosophical Anthropology): 'An Unbalanced Burden': Women and Alzheimer’s Disease}  
Moderated by Evelyn Ferstl (Cognitive Science)

\textbf{Group V: Ulrike Wallrabe (Microsystems Engineering): Controllable Light Patterns for Use in Microoptical Neural Stimulation}  
Moderated by Gisela Riescher (Political Philosophy, Theory and History of Ideas)

2:30 \textbf{Coffee and tea}

3 p.m. \textbf{Plenary session: Presentation of projects}  
Jennifer J* Moos

4 p.m. \textbf{Wrap-up and perspectives}  
Aniela Knoblich

4:30 \textbf{End of workshop}